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EMPOWER YOURSELF !This book will empower you with the tools you need to understand how

personal injury rights and obligations arise. It will give you the tools to understand how personal

injury claims are evaluated and the tools to negotiate your settlement or take the case to trial if

necessary. All types of injury accidents covered from traffic accidents, to slip and falls, to dog bites

and anything you can think off. You will know what to do in all types of personal injury claims and

you will know how to win your personal injury claim in small claims court. Know what your rights are

after an accidentKnow when you have a caseKnow how to boost the value of your claim Know how

insurance companies evaluate casesKnow the dirty secrets insurance carriers don't want you to

knowKnow how to gather your evidenceKnow what to do with the insurance questionnaires Know

what mistakes to avoid in gathering and preparing your evidenceKnow how to present your small

claims case in courtKnow what dirty tricks insurance companies use in small claims courtKnow how

to prepare for your small claims hearingKnow how to get a fair settlement with the insurance

carrierKnow when and how to hire an attorney98 Chapters Total:CHAPTER 1

-INTRODUCTIONCHAPTER 2 - WHY INSURANCE COMPANIES WANT TO SETTLECHAPTER 3

-WHY INSURANCE COMPANIES WANT TO SETTLE WITH YOUCHAPTER 4 -

DISCLAIMERCHAPTER 5 - PURPOSE OF PERSONAL INJURY LAWCHAPTER 6 â€“

RESPONSIBLE PARTIESCHAPTER 7 - THE BIG PAYOFF MYTHCHAPTER 8 - OUTLINE TO

SETTLE YOUR CLAIMCHAPTER 9 - WHO CAN BRING A PERSONAL INJURY CLAIMCHAPTER

10 - PERSONAL INJURY CAUSED INTENTIONALLYCHAPTER 11 - ROAD RAGE INJURY

CLAIMSCHAPTER 12 - UNINTENTIONAL INJURY CLAIMSCHAPTER 13 - TRAFFIC

ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 14 - SEAT BELTS, BABY CAR SEATS AND HELMETS IN

ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 15 - BICYCLE AND MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 16 -

PASSENGERS IN CAR ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 17 - COMMERCIAL VEHICLE

ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 18- PUBLIC ENTITY VEHICLE ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 19 - SECRETS

INSURANCE COMPANIES DONâ€™T WANT YOU TO KNOW- DUI OR DWI

DEFENDANTSCHAPTER 20- TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS WHEN YOU HAVE NO CAR

INSURANCECHAPTER 21 - NO DRIVERâ€™S LICENSECHAPTER 22 - FOREIGNERS AND

UNDOCUMENTED WORKERSâ€™ CLAIMSCHAPTER 23 - DOG BITESCHAPTER 24 - INJURIES

CAUSED BY ANIMALSCHAPTER 25 - WRONGFUL DEATH CLAIMSCHAPTER 26 â€“ SLIP AND

FALL CLAIMSCHAPTER 27- TRIP AND FALL CASESCHAPTER 28 - HOMEOWNERS

INSURANCECHAPTER 29 - PREMISE LIABILITYCHAPTER 30 - TOXIC TORTS- INJURY FROM

CHEMICALS AND POLLUTANTSCHAPTER 31- CLAIMS INVOLVING MULTIPLE



DEFENDANTSCHAPTER 32- OTHER NEGLIGENCE CASESCHAPTER 33 - WORK

ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 34 - MEDICAL MALPRACTICECHAPTER 35 - DEFECTIVE

PRODUCTSCHAPTER 36 - PUBLIC ENTITIESCHAPTER 37- CORPORATIONS AND OTHER

BUSINESS ENTITIESCHAPTER 38 - SPORT AND ENTERTAINMENT ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 39

- CHILDRENCHAPTER 40 - BURDEN OF PROOFCHAPTER 41 - STATUTE OF

LIMITATIONSCHAPTER 42- INDIAN CASINOSCHAPTER 43 - INJURIES ON MEXICAN AND

CANADIAN SOILCHAPTER 44 - PROPERTY DAMAGE CLAIMS IN TRAFFIC

ACCIDENTSCHAPTER 45 - COMMON TYPE OF INJURIESCHAPTER 46 - INJURIES

REQUIRING SURGERYCHAPTER 47 - CATASTROPHIC AND SEVERE INJURIESCHAPTER 48

â€“ TYPES OF MEDICAL PROVIDERS FOR BODILY INJURIESCHAPTER 49 - PROVING AN

INJURY CLAIMCHAPTER 50 - DEGREE OF LIABILITYCHAPTER 51- SOCIAL MEDIACHAPTER

52 - OPENING A CLAIM WITH DEFENDANTâ€™S INSURANCE COMPANYCHAPTER 53-

INSURANCE CARRIER THREATENS TO CLOSE FILECHAPTER 54 - RESPONDING TO

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATIONCHAPTER 55 - RESPONDING TO REQUESTS FOR

INFORMATION FROM YOUR OWN CAR INSURANCECHAPTER 56- AUTO INSURANCE

COVERAGECHAPTER 57 - SELF INSURED MOTORISTCHAPTER 58 - INSURANCE

COVERAGE IN NO FAULT STATESCHAPTER 59 - AUTO COLLISION COVERAGE IN NO FAULT

STATESCHAPTER 60 - INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR PASSENGERSCHAPTER 61 - HEALTH

INSURANCE COVERAGECHAPTER 62 - DISABILITY INSURANCECHAPTER 63 - SEEKING

MEDICAL CARE
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I bought this book as my granddaughterâ€™s car was rear-ended by a woman who didnâ€™t own

the car she was driving. It was a nightmare to get any compensation for the totaled car.When I saw

this book, I decided it was worth buying as in this day and age â€“ there are way too many people

talking/texting and driving like nuts. Plus many have inferior or no insurance.I really wish we would

have had this book when my granddaughterâ€™s car was totaled. The author (who is an attorney)

walks you through documenting the facts, deciding if you have a case, working with the insurance

adjuster, what to say to your insurance company and â€“ this is a big one- things your insurance

company may not voluntarily disclose to you and that you should know.This book is well worth

buying based on the above information but the author goes a step further and covers things such as

dog and other animal bites, slip and fall situations, work accidents, medical malpractice and

more.This book is a fantastic reference and I highly recommend it.

This book is pretty amazing. I only wish I had found it sooner. It covers pretty much everything you

need to know about winning and settling a personal injury claim. By studying these chapters, you'll

be prepared to stand up for yourself against insurance companies. Hernandez explains the ins and

outs of different types of personal injury claims, why insurance companies want to settle, and much

more. I would recommend this book to anyone, because it is a necessity. You need to educate

yourself and be prepared for unfortunate incidents where you are injured. The tiny settlement that

the insurance company tries to offer will more than likely not be enough to cover medical expenses,

time lost, and possibly your inability to return to work! An excellent book.

This book couldn't have possibly came into my life at a better time; I had an auto accident that got

even worse afterwards when I found out that there are insurance issues with the person that

collided into me and so I found the advice absolutely essential for my situation. Though I did learn a

lot in general from the book, the chapters regarding auto accidents (predominantly chapter 56) were

obviously especially helpful.The straightforward, clear writing style made it easier for me to



understand the material without stumbling over any overly-sophisticated terminology or jargon. I

really love how the author took the time to include even state-specific policies and it is a great

testament to the effort that must have gone into writing this book. Definitely a strong 5 stars from me

and I couldn't possibly be any more satisfied.

I was recently in an auto accident, and was looking for guidance as to how to go about making a

personal injury claim. I wasn't sure about all of the aspects that went into the investigation. This

book has given me the insight I need to make the right decisions and do the appropriate thing, so I

am sure to win my claim. "Settlements Galore" is an excellent resource for many kinds of injuries

that can happen in day to day life, such as dog bites, slip and falls, work related injuries and many

more circumstances that could occur. I highly recommend this valuable book. A+

I started reading "Settlements Galore" because while I am not currently dealing with a person injury

issue, I like to be well informed and prepared for every eventuality... and this guide book certainly

did that for me. Arnold Hernandez takes the complicated and constantly shifting world of personal

injury claims & legal processes and makes it easy to understand, easy to navigate and provides a

solid foundation of knowledge so that you are able to properly deal with whatever personal injury

issue you have.The book is casual yet informative with a straightforward and precise writing style

that never fails to impart a great deal of much needed wisdom for the reader The book is well

organized with the information organized into individual sections and chapters so that you can

clearly absorb each area of a personal injury claim and gather the information you need to properly

plan and assess you options. It goes into detail and provides a thorough understanding of all of the

different areas of personal injury, the complicated legal battles that are involved and everything in

between.Overall, when I finished this book I felt like I had a solid foundation of knowledge about my

rights, my legal options regarding the injuries and a deeper understanding of how to start the legal

proceedings for rectifying those personal injuries. I would definitely recommend the book to

everyone who wants to know more about personal injury claims, whether you are dealing with one

at the moment or just feels the need to be more prepared for one in the future.

When my mom slipped and fell in the grocery store, we had no idea what to do. We certainly could

have used the valuable information in this book at that time. Everyone should know this information

before they get injured so they know how to properly handle the incident and not lose out because

they didn't file a report or just lived with the pain. Fortunately, everything turned out okay.
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